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to have
have cultural
cultural influence,
influence, then
then the
the philosopher
philosopher had
had to
to make
make his
his work
work
to
accessible to
to aa wider
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public. The
The diffusion
diffusion of
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knowledge was
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by
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scientific method,
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stance of
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the
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Middle-ground pragmatists
pragmatists boasted
boasted highly
highly respectable
respectable academic
academic credencredenMiddle-ground
tials. Durant,
Durant, Randall,
Randall, and
and Edman
Edman all
all received
received their
their Ph.D.
Ph.D. degrees
degrees in
in philosophilosotials.
phy from
from Columbia
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Randall and
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at the
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In the
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Special
the
popularization of
afterthe
the
thepopularization
ofknowledge
knowledgeafter
conditionsinfluenced
influenced
Special conditions
1920s were
Although
First World
popularization. Although
thegreat
age of
ofpopularization.
greatage
The 1920s
werethe
War.The
First
WorldWar.
intoquestion
bydemographic
demographic
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by the
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werewounded
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of
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value of
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industrial
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on the
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when
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and
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in the
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in the
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publishers and
adventurous
to
with
who are
with
adventurous
to experiment
experiment
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and authors
authorswho
are sufficiently
sufficiently
any
itches
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ofpotentiallearners."11
potentiallearners."''1
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Success
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TheStory
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in the
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of the
sciences,dedehad
the queen
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the sciences,
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its once
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its
by the
physical and
biological sciences
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by
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one time
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in the
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and metaphysics
metaphysics
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the
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credibility
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philosophicalcredibility
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status.Some
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of science,
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logic. To
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languageof
technical
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in the
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papers at
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conferences.
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of
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set
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languageandmethodology
The
philosophical analysis
from
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from
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analysiscould
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followers.Dewey
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Dewey and
public
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puzzles" which
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Dewey
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from
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to the
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perfuncto(Leibniz was
was ignored,
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Locke presented
TheStory
Storyof
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presented perfunctoThe
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notas
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Descarteswere
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on the
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of the
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of the
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Until
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in
the
in the
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of the
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to
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an effective
effectiveexample
salesman's banter
get
exampleof
door-to-door
howcapturing
the
Influencing Human
Human Behavior
Behavior explained
the
people's attention.
attention.
capturing
explainedhow
Influencing
people's
howstriking
interest
of
was
to successful
andhow
striking
oflisteners
was aa key
successfulpublic
publicspeaking
speakingand
keyto
listeners
interest
metaphors
and philosophy
beEven science
scienceand
made for
forcompelling
philosophybewriting.Even
compellingwriting.
metaphorsmade
factsofthe
ofthe
came
on
avoidedthe
thedull
dullfacts
whenthe
thewriter
writer
onthese
thesesubjects
cameappealing
subjectsavoided
appealingwhen
past and
began "at
makes aa difference."27
difference."27
and began
"at the
the point
where philosophy
philosophymakes
point where
past
Randall,
Making of
Mind (Boston,
(Boston,1926),5.
1926), 5.
ModernMind
of the
theModern
Randall,The
TheMaking
Randall,
"Effectsof
of Science
Science
Randall,"Effects
See also
also Randall,
359-61. See
ChangingCivilization,
Civilization,359-61.
Randall,Our
Our Changing
Kallen
History, 30
Religion, Kallen
and
355-62. In
In Why
30 (1929),
on Religion,"
Religion,"Current
CurrentHistory,
(1929), 355-62.
WhyReligion,
and Industry
Industryon
urbansociety.
society.
urban
of an
an industrial,
industrial,
also
many
problems to
to the
thedevelopment
developmentof
religiousproblems
attributed
manyreligious
also attributed
demothesame
same technological,
technological,demoas aa function
functionof
of the
Kallen
of individualism
individualismas
thecrisis
crisisof
Kallen treated
treatedthe
1927) and
and Individualism:
Religion (New
Individualism: An
An American
American
(New York,
York, 1927)
graphic
WhyReligion
Kallen, Why
graphicshift.
shift.Kallen,
1933).
Way
Life (New
(New York,
York, 1933).
Wayof
ofLife
27
27 Overstreet,
Influencing Human
Human Behavior
Behavior (1926,
New York;
1953), 118.
118.
York; rpt.
rpt.1953),
(1926, New
Influencing
Overstreet,
25
25
26
26
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George
George Cotkin
Cotkin

Scientists and
and philosophers
philosophers influenced
influenced human
human behavior,
behavior, according
according to
to OverOverScientists
street, by
by "capturing
"capturing attention,"
attention," by
by revising
revising the
the habits
habits of
of individuals
individuals in
in aa
street,
develop-in
ourselves
in ourselves
desired direction,
direction, and
and by
by "deliberately
"deliberately setting
setting out
out to
to develop
desired
others-the
creative type
type of
of mind."
mind." Such
Such maxims
maxims were
were reminiscent
reminiscent of
of
and in
in others
thecreative
and
in
on
habit
chapter
the
ideas
that
William
James
had
set
forth
in
the
famous
chapter
on
habit
in
in
famous
theideas thatWilliamJameshad setforth the
his The
The Principles
Principles of
ofPsychology
(1890).28
Psychology(1890).28
his
Overstreet's popular
popular psychology
psychology places
places him
him among
among the
the cultists
cultists of
of perperOverstreet's
to
this
sonality
that
historians
view
as
central
to
the
1920s.
According
to
this
to
1920s.
According
view
as
central
the
sonalitythathistorians
of the
the modem
modem
hypothesis, personality
personality came
came to
to replace
replace character
character as
as the
the mark
mark of
hypothesis,
individual able
able most
most successfully
successfully to
to fit
fit. the
the demands
demands of
of aa consumer
consumer society.29
society. 29
individual
Yet Overstreet
Overstreet tried
tried to
to avoid
avoid such
such consequences.
consequences. Reviews
Reviews of
of his
his work
work in
in both
both
Yet
popular and
and professional
professional journals
journals were
were invariably
invariably favorable,
favorable, emphasizing
emphasizing
popular
Influencing Human
Human Behavior
Behavior was
was not
not concerned
concerned with
with the
the goal
goal of
of "selfhow Influencing
"selfhow
aggrandizement." Although
Although his
his insights
insights could
could be
be used
used for
for selfish
selfish purposes,
purposes,
aggrandizement."
society.
he was
was seen
seen as
as helping
helping individuals
individuals develop
develop values
values that
that would
would aid
aid society.
he
About Ourselves
was largely
largely devoted
devoted to
to giving
giving individuals
individuals the
the confidence
confidence to
to
About
Ourselveswas
our sales
sales resisovercome repression
repression and
and prejudice
prejudice and
and to
to even
resiseven "increase
"increaseour
overcome
tance." Overstreet
Overstreet simply
simply hoped
hoped that
that his
his ideas
ideas might
might help
help individuals
"to
individuals"to
tance."
search out
out the
the psychological
psychological and
and social
means to
to aa more
more adequate
human
social means
adequatehuman
search
life."30
life. "30
and
Edman,Randall,
Randall,and
The
behind the
the early
Durant,Edman,
worksof
ofDurant,
earlyworks
behind
The imperatives
imperatives
the ideals
Overstreet,
then, were
were pragmatic,
pragmatic, expressive
of the
ideals of
of social
social reconreconexpressiveof
then,
Overstreet,
the
struction,
respectful of
dedicatedto
to furthering
the
of scientific
scientificmethod,
and dedicated
furthering
method,and
respectful
struction,
of
thework
workof
of
popularization
concernsalso
also permeated
Similarconcerns
permeatedthe
of knowledge.
knowledge.Similar
popularization
other
middle-ground
pragmatists
Thomas
Vernor
Smith
and
Horace
Kallen.
Kallen.
Thomas
Vernor
Smith
and
Horace
othermiddle-ground
pragmatists
in his
of
in
hisearly
Smith,
early
withMead,
intended
ofChicago
Mead, intended
Chicagowith
trainedat
at the
theUniversity
University
Smith,trained
works
democracy
stance
stancetoward
toward
an experimental
to strengthen
experimental
worksto
adoptingan
democracyby
by adopting
strengthen
social
in Philosophy"
Smithsummed
summedup
In "The
up
"The Trend
Trendin
(1923), Smith
Philosophy"(1923),
social problems.
problems.In

28 Overstreet,
28
Influencing
Human
ThePrinciples
275. James,
ofPsychology
PrinciplesofPsychology
HumanBehavior,
James,The
Behavior,275.
Influencing
Overstreet,
(Cambridge,
see George
lifeand
and philosophy,
George
habitin
in James's
James'slife
philosophy,see
109-31. On
On habit
Mass., 1981),
1981), 109-31.
(Cambridge,Mass.,
Cotkin,
64-72.
Public Philosopher
1990), 64-72.
WilliamJames,
Philosopher(Baltimore,
(Baltimore,1990),
Cotkin,William
James,Public
29
Culture,"
Culture,"
theMaking
of Twentieth-Century
Twentieth-Century
and the
Makingof
29 Warren
"'Personality'and
Susman,"'Personality'
WarrenI.I. Susman,
Paul K.
K. Conkin
Conkin
in
Highamand
andPaul
eds. John
JohnHigham
History,eds.
IntellectualHistory,
inAmerican
AmericanIntellectual
Directionsin
inNew
NewDirections
Selfto Self(Baltimore,
"From Salvation
Salvation to
Lears, "From
See also,
T. J.
J. Jackson
JacksonLears,
also, T.
212-26. See
1979), 212-26.
(Baltimore,1979),
Realization:
and
1880-1930,"
ofthe
theConsumer
ConsumerCulture,
Culture,1880-1930,"
theTherapeutic
Rootsof
and the
TherapeuticRoots
Advertising
Realization:Advertising
Lears (New
(New
and T.
T. J.
J.Jackson
JacksonLears
Fox and
ed.
WightmanFox
in
ed. Richard
RichardWightman
Consumption,
Cultureof
ofConsumption,
in The
TheCulture
York,
1983), 1-38.
1-38.
York,1983),
30
C. Lindeman,
"Psychology
volumesare:
are: Eduard
EduardC.
Lindeman,"Psychology
of Overstreet's
Overstreet'svolumes
30 Typical
reviewsof
Typical reviews
"Influencing
AlbertJ.
J. Levine,
Levine,"Influencing
Put
40 (26
40-41; Albert
May 1926),
1926), 40-41;
New Republic,
(26 May
Republic,40
to Work,"
Work,"New
Put to
Human
Influencing
Human
Human
Overstreet,
Influencing
122 (5
May 1926),508-09;
1926), 508-09;Overstreet,
Nation,122
(5 May
TheNation,
Behavior,"The
HumanBehavior,"
of
aspects
meansof
ofcontesting
contesting
aspectsof
Behavior,
emphasis
as
as aa means
personality
277. Overstreet's
Overstreet's
emphasisupon
uponpersonality
Behavior,277.
capitalism
similar
Lewis Mumford,
Mumford,
of personality
developedby
by Lewis
similarto
to the
thecult
cult of
personalitydeveloped
is strikingly
strikingly
capitalismis
See Casey
BelovedCommunity:
Community:
Randolph
Blake,Beloved
inthis
thisperiod.
CaseyNelson
NelsonBlake,
andothers
othersin
period.See
Bourne,and
RandolphBourne,
Lewis
Frank,&
& Lewis
WaldoFrank,
The
Van Wyck
WyckBrooks,
Brooks,Waldo
RandolphBourne,
Bourne,Van
of Randolph
CulturalCriticism
Criticismof
The Cultural
Mumford
(Chapel
Hill, 1990).
1990).
(Chapel Hill,
Mumford
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his pragmatic
pragmatic perspective:
perspective: "Thinking
his
"Thinkingis
is more
moreand
and more
moreaccepted
acceptedas
as excluexclusively instrumental-instrumental
instrumentalinstrumental
to action
actionand
to
sively
and to
to the
the immediate
immediatevalues
values
thereof.
"31
thereof."'"
Kallen
had delineated
Kallen had
pragmatic method
delineatedthe
the wide
wide application
in
applicationof
of pragmatic
methodin
WilliamJames
William
James and
Henri Bergson
Bergson (1914),
proclaiming that
is
and Henri
(1914), proclaiming
that"pragmatism
"pragmatism
is
not
merelyaa new
newname
it
not merely
namefor
forold
oldways
waysofthinking;
ofthinking;
itis
is aa new
newname
namefor
forall
all ways
ways
32 Kallen
of
predicated upon
upon pluralism
pluralism and
popularofthinking"
thinking"
predicated
andperspectivism.
perspectivism.32
Kallenpopularized the
the term
term"cultural
ized
pluralism" in
"culturalpluralism"
in the
the essay
essay "Democracy
"Democracyversus
versus the
the
in his
Melting Pot,"
in
popular collection
Melting
Pot," (1915)
his popular
collectionof
of essays
Culture
(1915) reprinted
reprinted
essays Culture
and Democracy
Democracy in
presented America
and
in the
the United
States(1924).
UnitedStates
(1924). He
He presented
Americain
in the
the
marked
by "a
in
metaphor of
metaphor
ofan
an orchestra
in aa unity,
orchestra
markedby
"a multiplicity
multiplicity
unity,an
an orchestraorchestrain the
tion
tion of
of mankind
mankind...
... in
thesymphony
symphonyof
of civilization
civilization ...
... the
therange
rangeand
and variety
varietyof
of
the
become wider
the harmonies
harmoniesmay
may become
widerand
and richer
richerand
and more
morebeautiful-or
beautiful or the
the
reverse."33
But
sound,
from
reverse."33
Butwhatever
whateverthe
theresulting
resulting
sound,Kallen
Kallennever
neverdemurred
demurred
fromaa
willingness
ethnic
to have
in their
haveall
all particular
ethnicgroups
theirown
ownvoices.
willingnessto
voices.
particular
groupssing
singin
However
their
pragmatic pedigree
pedigree and
might
wellestablished
theirpragmatic
Howeverwell
established
andcredentials
credentials
might
be, these
increasingly
came
position
thesethinkers
thinkers
be,
cameto
toaa middle-ground
themidmidincreasingly
middle-ground
positionby
bythe
1920s
and
early
1930s.
The
twin
Gods
of
pragmatism,
James
and
Dewey,
1920s and early1930s. The twinGods of pragmatism,
Jamesand Dewey,
began to
such
toshare
sharespace
withother
as George
otherthinkers
thinkers
suchas
andOliver
Oliver
began
spacewith
GeorgeSantayana
Santayanaand
Wendell
middle-ground
In using
WendellHolmes,
Holmes,Jr.
Jr.In
usingthe
the ideas
ideas of
of these
thesethinkers,
thinkers,
middle-ground
At the
popular pragmatists
pragmatists revised
theirearlier
ideas. At
timethey
revisedtheir
earlierideas.
thesame
same time
reinpopular
theyreinforced
popular image
thinkers,
wedded
pragmaforcedtheir
theirpopular
as cosmopolitan
weddedto
to the
thepragmaimageas
cosmopolitan
thinkers,
and
that
tist
but open
realities of
tisttradition,
but
therealities
tradition,
opento
tothe
oflimitation
limitation
andtragedy
thatSantayana
tragedy
Santayana
and
to express.
andHolmes
Holmesseemed
seemedto
express.
Movement
pragmatism
happened
Movementtoward
towardmiddle-ground
foraa number
of
numberof
middle-ground
pragmatism
happenedfor
reasons. Popular
pragmatists wanted
to
be viewed
reasons.
Popularpragmatists
wanteddesperately
tobe
viewedas
as cosmopolidesperately
cosmopolitan intellectuals.
"Cosmopolitanism,"
as
tan
A. Hollinger
intellectuals.
"Cosmopolitanism,"
as David
David A.
uses the
theterm,
Hollingeruses
term,
allowed
a
developing
American
intelligentsia
to
think
in
universalist
terms,
to thinkin universalist
alloweda developingAmericanintelligentsia
terms,
free
of
particular ethnic
In
thenarrowness
In Hollinger's
freefrom
fromthe
narrowness
ofparticular
ethnicidentities.
identities.
lexiHollinger'slexicon
is
from
pluralism," in
in
con cosmopolitanism
is distinguished
fromKallen's
Kallen's "cultural
"culturalpluralism,"
cosmopolitanism
distinguished
34 Both
which ethnic
particularism continued
to
which
ethnicparticularism
continued
to flourish.
flourish.34
Bothforms
formsof
ofcosmopolicosmopolitanism
present among
pragmatists, but
tanismwere
werepresent
forthem
amongmiddle-ground
middle-ground
pragmatists,
butfor
themcosmocosmopolitanism was
and
by sophisticawas also
also an
an intellectual
intellectual
and cultural
culturalstyle,
markedby
politanism
style,marked
sophistication and
remained
public issues
tion
andwisdom.
wisdom.The
The intellectual
intellectual
inpublic
remainedactively
activelyengaged
engagedin
issues
but in
manner.
in aa moderate
but
moderateand
andrestrained
restrained
manner.
31
Open
31 Smith,
Formof
of Experimentalism,"
Smith,"Democracy
"Democracyas
as aa Form
Experimentalism,"
Open Court,
Court,36
36 (1922),
(1922), 339339in Philosophy,"
45; "The
"The Trend
The Christian
45;
Trend in
Philosophy," The
Christian Century,
Century,40
40 (11
(11 Oct.
Oct. 1923),
1923), 1302;
1302;
The Monist,
"Dewey's Theory
Theoryof
of Value,"
Value," The
32 (1922),339-54;
(1922), 339-54; "Professional
"ProfessionalWork
Workas
as an
an
"Dewey's
Monist, 32
Ethical Norm,"
Norm," The
Journal of
Philosophy, 22
Ethical
The Journal
22 (2
of Philosophy,
(2 July
July1925),
1925), 365-72;
365-72; "Philosophical
"Philosophical
Ethics and
Forces, 77 (1928),
theSocial
Social Forces,
Ethics
and the
Social Sciences,"
Sciences,"Social
(1928), 17-24.
17-24.
32
32 Kallen,
James and
Henri Bergson
Bergson (Chicago,
Kallen, William
WilliamJames
and Henri
(Chicago, 1914),
1914), 13.
13.
33
Cultureand
and Democracy
in the
theUnited
UnitedStates
States(New
(New York,
York, 1924),
1924), 125.
125.
33 Kallen,
Kallen, Culture
Democracy in
34 Hollinger,
and
34
Hollinger,"Ethnic
"EthnicDiversity,
Diversity,Cosmopolitanism,
Cosmopolitanism,
and the
the Emergence
Emergenceof
of the
the AmeriAmerican Liberal
in
In the
American Province,
Province, 56-73.
can
Liberal Intelligentsia,"
in In
theAmerican
Intelligentsia,"
56-73.
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Cotkin
George

Santayana came
came to
to be
be seen
seen by
by the
the popular
popular philosophers
philosophers as
as aa model
model of
of
Santayana
cosmopolitan "world
"world weariness"
weariness" that
that lent
lent credibility
credibility to
to their
their need
need to
to appear
appear
cosmopolitan
of the
the human
human condition.
condition. Santayana
Santayana appeared
appeared
as calm,
calm, detached
detached observers
observers of
as
of Dewey;
Dewey; he
he helped
helped popular
popular
usefully to
to correct
correct the
the buoyant
buoyant optimism
optimism of
usefully
pragmatists to
to examine
examine issues
issues of
of art,
art, faith,
faith, and
and human
human limitation,
limitation, which
which had
had
pragmatists
of pragmatism.
pragmatism. Santayana
Santayana was
was
occasionally been
been exiled
exiled to
to the
the periphery
periphery of
occasionally
particularly helpful
helpful for
for thinkers
thinkers such
such as
as Edman
Edman and
and Kallen.
Kallen. He
He took
took the
the edge
edge
particularly
off their
their earnestness
earnestness for
for social
social reconstruction
reconstruction and
and allowed
allowed them
them to
to feel
feel
off
comfortable as
as cosmopolitan
cosmopolitan intellectuals,
intellectuals, discoursing
discoursing about
about art,
art, challenging
challenging
comfortable
of "Ku
"Ku Klux
Klux Klanism"
Klanism" for
for American
American cultural
cultural
the dangerous
dangerous tendencies
tendencies of
the
of
pluralism, and
and even
even allowing
allowing them
them to
to ruminate
ruminate about
about the
the existential
existential nature
nature of
pluralism,
life. 35
life.35
Yet to
to the
the popular
popular philosophers
philosophers in
in the
the 1
1920s,
the appeal
appeal of
of Santayana
Santayana and
and
920s,the
Yet
of
Holmes, while
while sobering,
sobering, did
did not
not destroy
destroy or
or even
even damage
damage the
the essentials
essentials of
Holmes,
their pragmatism
pragmatism or
or political
political liberalism.
liberalism. Although
Although Santayana
Santayana has
has long
long been
been
their
seen as
as anathema
anathema to
to pragmatism
pragmatism and
and liberal
liberal politics,
politics, Henry
Henry Samuel
Samuel Levinson
Levinson
seen
whose
naturalist,"
has
argued
that
Santayana
was
actually
a
"pragmatic
naturalist,"
whose
a
has arguedthatSantayanawas actually "pragmatic
well-known disputes
disputes with
with pragmatists
pragmatists such
such as
as James
James and
and Dewey
Dewey obscured
obscured
well-known
Similarly, legal
legal scholar
Thomas Grey
Grey has
has made
made aa
philosophical affinities.36
affinities. 36 Similarly,
scholarThomas
philosophical
David
while
tradition,
strong
case
for
placing
Holmes
within
the
pragmatic
tradition,
while
David
the
within
pragmatic
strongcase forplacingHolmes
forHolmes's
A. Hollinger
Hollinger has
has demonstrated
demonstrated the
the varied
varied reasons
reasons for
Holmes's popularity
popularity
A.
3
In
? The
among
of these
theseclaims.
claims.In
is not
notthe
the validity
validityof
issue at
at hand
hand is
The issue
liberals.37
amongliberals.
naturalSantayana'snaturalto make
makeSantayana's
practice middle-ground
pragmatists contrived
to
contrived
pragmatists
middle-ground
practice
middleformiddlerepresented
ism
Holmes
for
Holmes represented
pragmatism.
theirpragmatism.
fortheir
an ally
ally for
becomean
ism become
noof the
the clear-thinking,
clear-thinking,
noground
such
exemplarof
Smithan
an exemplar
such as
as Smith
pragmatists
groundpragmatists
nonsense
with
ofreality.
reality.
soberview
viewof
withaa sober
individual,
nonsenseindividual,
the
to supply
supplythe
helpedto
also helped
Ideas
Holmesalso
and Holmes
fromSantayana
Santayanaand
borrowedfrom
Ideas borrowed
been
thathad
had been
popular
with
to
that
offcriticisms
criticisms
to fend
fendoff
withammunition
ammunition
pragmatists
popularpragmatists
Wyck
Van Wyck
Bourne,Van
leveled
RandolphBourne,
by Randolph
pragmatismby
againstpragmatism
foryears
years against
leveled for
pragmatism's
Brooks,
thatamong
amongpragmatism's
who considered
consideredthat
Mumfordwho
Lewis Mumford
and Lewis
Brooks,and
and
deficiencies
metaphorand
"cash value"
value" metaphor
to the
the "cash
recourseto
James's recourse
were James's
deficiencieswere
acquiesofthe
the"pragmatic
"pragmatic
Dewey's
for
acquiesCriticsof
War.Critics
FirstWorld
WorldWar.
forthe
theFirst
support
Dewey's support
instrulackof
ofvalues,
values,instrucence"
against
presumed
presumedlack
pragmatism's
also protested
againstpragmatism's
cence"also
protested
lack
and
method,
in
scientific
mentalist
and
behaviorialist
logic,
naive
faith
in
scientific
method,
and
lack
logic,naivefaith
and behaviorialist
mentalist
Edman's
42. Edman's
35
and Democracy,
Democracy,42.
in Culture
Cultureand
Klan," in
Ku Klux
Klux Klan,"
theKu
and the
"Cultureand
35Kallen,
Kallen,"Culture
Kane
RichardKane
novelRichard
published
novel
andaa Santayana-style
1928),and
Santayana-style
York,1928),
Man (New
(New York,
Artsand
and the
theMan
publishedArts
the
and the
in Indecency
Looks
Indecencyand
criticismappeared
appearedin
culturalcriticism
Kallen's cultural
1926). Kallen's
(London,1926).
Life(London,
Looks at
at Life
His
of
York,1930).
1930). His
Seven
in Aesthetics
Aesthetics(New
(New York,
Pragmatistin
ofaa Pragmatist
Adventures
and Other
OtherAdventures
Arts,and
SevenArts,
1942).
Art
chief
to
York,1942).
Freedom(New
(New York,
Artand
and Freedom
was his
histwo-volume
two-volume
aestheticswas
toaesthetics
contribution
chiefcontribution
36
and
passim.
Life,passim.
theSpiritual
SpiritualLife,
and the
Pragmatism,
Santayana,Pragmatism,
36 Levinson,
Levinson,Santayana,
41
Law Review,
Review,41
37
Stanford
StanfordLaw
Pragmatism,"
Legal Pragmatism,"
and Legal
"Holmes and
C. Grey,
Grey,"Holmes
Thomas C.
37 Thomas
Intellectu(1989),
JewishIntellectuHolmes,Jewish
JusticeHolmes,
"The 'Tough-Minded'
'Tough-Minded'Justice
andHollinger,
Hollinger,"The
787-863,and
(1989), 787-863,
ed.
als
WendellHolmes,
Jr.,ed.
Holmes,Jr.,
ofOliverWendell
Icon,"in
inThe
TheLegacy
LegacyofOliver
ofan
anAmerican
AmericanIcon,"
theMaking
Makingof
als and
andthe
Robert
1992), 216-28.
W. Gordon
(Stanford,1992),216-28.
RobertW.
Gordon(Stanford,
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of
poetic vision.
totalitarian pressures,
charges
inthe
oftotalitarian
of
the1930s,
theface
faceof
pressures,
chargesof
1930s,in
ofpoetic
vision.By
By the
relativism
would
be leveled
pragmatist philosophy.38
philosophy.38
againstpragmatist
relativism
wouldbe
leveledagainst
pragmatists
that
middle-ground
These
but middle-ground
pragmatists believed
believed that
Thesewere
weresevere
severecharges,
charges,but
possible worlds
perspective was
theirperspective
was
they
best of
ofboth
bothpossible
worldssince
sincetheir
theycould
couldhave
havethe
thebest
Unlike
criticism.
Unlikemore
more
less
philosophical synthesis
than
thanaa style
styleof
ofcultural
culturalcriticism.
less aa philosophical
synthesis
whose sense
sense of
of the
the
as Reinhold
ReinholdNiebuhr,
Niebuhr,whose
mercurial
mercurialtemperaments-such
temperamentssuch as
pragmatists
strove
pragmatism-middle-ground
pragmatists
strove
middle-ground
tragic
tragicforced
forcedhim
himto
to dismiss
dismisspragmatism
to
be scientific
committed
yet
and optimistic
optimisticyet
yet
to be
and literary,
literary,
committed
yet distanced,
distanced,and
scientificand
cautious.
pragmatists believed
believed they
had achieved
achievedaa cosmocosmocautious.Middle-ground
pragmatists
theyhad
Middle-ground
them to
politan angle
to maintain
theircultural
culturalauthority
authority
ofvision
visionthat
thatallowed
allowedthem
maintaintheir
politan
angleof
and
without
jettisoning either
political interests
or
without
eitherpolitical
interests
orironic
ironicdistance.
distance.
andpopularity
popularity
jettisoning
pragmatist
toadopt
adoptthis
this
Edman was
the
popular
to
themost
mostforthright
forthright
popularpragmatist
Edman
was certainly
certainly
Human Traits,
position. Even
in his
Human
Edman had
had turned
turnedto
to
Even in
his dissertation,
dissertation,
Traits,Edman
position.
Santayana
nature
forguidance
on the
theinstinctual
natureof
ofhuman
human
on aesthetics
aestheticsand
andon
instinctual
Santayanafor
guidanceon
beings. Edman's
was
pragmatic psychopsychoEdman's naturalism
naturalism
tiedalso
also to
to the
thepragmatic
was closely
closelytied
beings.
39 He
logical
to
as
touse
ofinstinct
instinct
as an
an indicator
indicator
use the
thepresence
presenceof
logicaltradition.
tradition.39
He attempted
attempted
in
of
placed upon
beings, while
in
humanbeings,
whilealso
also stressing,
ofthe
thenatural
naturallimitations
limitations
stressing,
placed
uponhuman
good
pragmatic fashion,
attention
and
thatthe
thehuman
humanmind,
attention
and habit,
through
habit,
mind,through
good pragmatic
fashion,that
need
be bound
bound by
by instinctual
needs.
thecredo
ofhis
his
notbe
needs.Edman
Edmansummed
summedup
up the
credoof
instinctual
neednot
middle-ground
pragmatism as
are at
as early
as 1925:
1925: "Nature
"Natureand
and life
lifeare
at bottom,
bottom,
earlyas
middle-ground
pragmatism
if
meaningless, blind
blind and
But they
an
if you
chaotic.But
are malleable
malleableto
to an
and chaotic.
theyare
you will,
will, meaningless,
intelligence
that
faces
them
with
candor
and
courage."40
intelligence
thatfacesthemwithcandorand courage."40
in Santayana
In the
he
Edman's
in
continuedunabated.
unabated.In
themid-1930s
mid-1930she
Santayanacontinued
Edman'sinterest
interest
edited
Philosophy of
In aa
editionof
of The
The Philosophy
editedthe
the Modem
Modem Library
of Santayana.
Santayana.In
Libraryedition
lengthy
Edman
Santayana'sdoctrines
doctrines
Edmancrisply
crisplyaccommodated
accommodatedSantayana's
lengthyintroduction,
introduction,
with pragmatism.
pragmatism. To
"half
was essentially
with
To Edman,
essentiallyaa moralist,
moralist,"half
Edman,Santayana
Santayanawas
skeptical,
While
from
halfpragmatic."
WhileSantayana's
detachment
frommoral
moralissues
issues
Santayana'sdetachment
skeptical,halfpragmatic."
in
in his
to go
farfor
forEdman,
"earlier
his later
laterwork
work seemed
seemed to
too far
Edman, Santayana's
Santayana's"earlier
go too
all
of
basis for
concern
of impulse,"
withaa naturalistic
naturalistic
basis
forall
withthe
theharmonising
concernwith
harmonising
impulse,"with
ideals,
that
withthe
is an
instrument
theconsideration
thatthe
themind
mindis
an "efficacious
"efficaciousinstrument
andwith
consideration
ideals,and
38 Robert
38
and the
the 'Pragmatic
'PragmaticAcquiesAcquies"Lewis Mumford,
Mumford,John
JohnDewey,
Dewey, and
RobertWestbrook,
Westbrook,"Lewis
Lewis Mumford:
Mumford: Public
Public Intellectual,
Intellectual, 301-22.
cence,'"
in Lewis
301-22. On
the relativism
relativismcharge,
see
On the
charge,see
cence,"' in
Naturalism
& the
theProblem
Naturalism &
Problem
ofDemocraticTheory:
Theory:Scientific
Scientific
Edward W.
Edward
W. Purcell,
Purcell,The
TheCrisis
CrisisofDemocratic
of
1973), 139-58.
139-58.
of Value
Value (Lexington,
(Lexington,Ky.,
Ky., 1973),
39
between pragmatism
pragmatism and
see
see Harry
HarryTodd
Todd Costello,
Costello,
and naturalism,
naturalism,
39 On
On the
theconnections
connectionsbetween
in
"The
Naturalism of
A. Larabee,
Larabee, "Naturalism
"Naturalismin
Woodbridge,"and
and Harold
Harold A.
"The Naturalism
of Frederick
FrederickWoodbridge,"
America," in
Naturalism and
Human Spirit,
in Naturalism
and the
ed. Yervant
YervantH.
H. Krikorian
Krikorian(New
(New York,
York,
the Human
Spirit,ed.
America,"
1944),295-353.
and Woodbridge
Woodbridgewere
werevery
veryclose
close
has stated
statedthat
that"Actually,
"Actually,Dewey
Dewey and
1944), 295-353. Randall
Randallhas
together
philosophically, in
but their
languages.
in all
all but
theirvery
different
longago
ago gave
gave up
up trying
trying
verydifferent
languages.II long
together
philosophically,
to
precise difference."
FunctionalNaturalNatural"Towards aa Functional
to students
studentsthe
the precise
difference."Randall,
Randall,"Towards
to explain
explain to
afterhis
his major
major works
works of
of
ism,"
American Philosophy,
Philosophy, 61.
61. Randall,
Randall, after
ism," in
in Contemporary
Contemporary
American
thehistory
See
popularization, turned
to
of philosophy,
Aristotle.See
especiallyAristotle.
turnedincreasingly
increasingly
to the
historyof
philosophy,especially
popularization,
thatclaims
his Aristotle
Aristotle (New
Deweyanturn
turnto
to Aristotle,
Aristotle,
1960). For
For an
an argument
argumentthat
claimsaa Deweyan
his
(New York,
York, 1960).
Necessity ofPragmatism,
see
TheNecessity
92-94, 97-98.
97-98.
see Ralph
W. Sleeper,
ofPragmatism,92-94,
Ralph W.
Sleeper,The
40
40 Edman,
the Lawless,"
forthe
Lawless," 697.
697.
Edman,"Philosophy
"Philosophyfor
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thrust
ofwhat
for
the
of
what
ofhuman
humangoods,"
theessential
essentialthrust
goods,"represented
represented
realisationof
forthe
therealisation
41
was
in Santayana's
corpus.4'
was useful
usefulin
Santayana'scOrpUS.
Even
since it
it granted
granted
valuable since
demeanorwas
was valuable
Even Santayana's
Santayana's"patrician"
"patrician"demeanor
of
politics. The
him
of politics.
The worth
worthof
fromthe
the partisan
him aa certain
certaindistance
distancefrom
frayof
partisanfray
distance, as
it,
torecognize
recognizedemocracy
democracy
Santayanato
it,allowed
allowedSantayana
Edmaninterpreted
interpreted
distance,
as Edman
In
as
in
practice but
but capable
of improvement.
In one
one stroke
stroke
in practice
capableof
improvement.
as an
ideal,imperfect
imperfect
an ideal,
Edman
proclivities and
and
aristocratic
proclivities
Santayana'spronounced
pronouncedaristocratic
Edmanhad
had tempered
temperedSantayana's
ignore
transformed
him
into
a
supporter
of
democracy.
Edman
could
not
ignore
Edman
could
not
him intoa supporter
of democracy.
transformed
in"realms
he made
them
Santayana's
interest
in
interest
"realmsof
ofbeing."
Heretoo
toohe
madethem
being."Here
increasing
Santayana'sincreasing
pragmatic, finding
that
and
and focus
expefocuscomplex
complexexpe"bothforeshorten
foreshorten
symbols"both
finding
thatsymbols
pragmatic,
are not
not
Theyare
hypotheses.
riences.
presumptions, hypotheses.
They
theories,presumptions,
becometheories,
riences.Symbols
Symbolsbecome
only
they
to the
theharassed
harassedhuman,
freecontemplation;
are guides
human,
friendsto
to free
theyare
guidesto
contemplation;
onlyfriends
well as
vividand
of
eloquent
latentas
as well
as vivid
and pleasurpleasurof things
absentand
and latent
thingsabsent
testimony
eloquenttestimony
intoaa middleable
Edman
mind."42
Edmanhad
had turned
turnedSantayana
middleSantayanainto
of the
themind."42
able sensations
sensationsof
groundpragmatist.
pragmatist.
ground
an enenDurant
to
view.He
He devoted
devotedan
worldview.
attracted
to Santayana's
Santayana'sworld
was also
also attracted
Durantwas
In discussing
tire
to Santayana
Philosophy. In
SantadiscussingSantaofPhilosophy.
in The
The Story
Storyof
Santayanain
tirechapter
chapterto
yana,
thefamiliar:
epistemofamiliar:Santayana's
poeticsoul,
soul,epistemoSantayana'spoetic
Duranttouched
touchedupon
uponthe
yana,Durant
by arguargulogical
and
Durant
pragmatized Santayana
Santayanaby
Durantpragmatized
and naturalism.
naturalism.
logicalskepticism,
skepticism,
that
ing
epistemology.
Santayana
Santayanademanded
demandedthat
likeDewey,
distrusted
epistemology.
he, like
Dewey,distrusted
ingthat
thathe,
philosophy, in
fromthese
these[epistemological]
in Durant's
Durant'swords,
"come down
down from
[epistemological]
words,"come
philosophy,
Durantwas
when
of
clouds,
withthe
ofmen."
men."Durant
was especially
movedwhen
anddeal
deal with
theaffairs
affairs
especiallymoved
clouds,and
Santayana
Life ofReason
and
namefor
forall
all practical
and
TheLife
"'a name
thought
practicalthought
called The
ofReason "'a
Santayanacalled
action
justified by
by its
'" Consciousness
in consciousness.
in,not
not
itsfruits
fruitsin
consciousness."'
Consciousnesswas
was in,
actionjustified
apart
problems of
life."43
Durant's
of contemporary
life."43
activism
"theproblems
Durant'searly
earlyactivism
contemporary
from,"the
apartfrom,
made
"a man
manderacine,
himsomewhat
nervousaround
aroundSantayana,
Spanish
deracine',aa Spanish
somewhatnervous
Santayana,"a
madehim
aristocrat
exiled
recognizing
aa contradictomiddle-class
middle-classAmerica."
America."Without
Without
contradicrecognizing
aristocrat
exiledto
of
tion
ofSantayana's
notionof
ofconsciousness
consciousness
tionwith
withhis
hisearlier
earliercharacterization
characterization
Santayana'snotion
as
"sombrewithdrawal
withdrawalinto
intohimself;
as active,
Durantcriticized
criticizedSantayana's
Santayana's"sombre
active,Durant
himself;
in his
having
forit
it in
In
out of
theworld,
he seeks
seeks for
his own
own bosom."44
bosom."44In
lifeout
of the
world,he
takenlife
havingtaken
his philosophy
soberyet
yetoptimistioptimisti1926
philosophy home-grown,
sober
home-grown,
Durantstill
stillwanted
wantedhis
1926 Durant
cally
to
tasks
to the
tasksof
of personal
as well
well as
as social
social reconreconcommitted
theimportant
personalas
important
callycommitted
struction.
struction.
The
Philosophy ofSantayana,
xiii,xvi.
xvi.
IrwinEdman
Edman(New
(New York,
York, 1936),
1936), xiii,
ofSantayana,ed.
ed. Irwin
ThePhilosophy
The
Philosophy ofSantayana,
ofEdman's
Edman's
lvi. Santayana
Santayanawas
was well
wellaware
awareof
ofSantayana,xviii,
xviii,xxvii,
xxvii,lvi.
ThePhilosophy
using
philosophy for
ends.
Whenthe
theissue
issue of
Edmanas
as editor
editorfor
foraa
forpragmatist
ends. When
of having
havingEdman
pragmatist
usinghis
his philosophy
in the
1950s, Santayana
condensed
Life ofReason
notedthat
that
TheLife
was raised
raisedin
theearly
early1950s,
Santayananoted
ofReason was
condensededition
editionof
of The
thinkhe
he would
would retain
retain...
"Edman
be aa more
morezealous
zealous and
and reliable
reliablereviser:
reviser:but,
but,alas!
alas! II think
...
"Edmanwould
would be
all
dogmatisms,
and
thatII should
have expunged."
Santayana
and vulgarities
shouldhave
expunged."Santayana
dogmatisms,
vulgaritiesthat
all the
thepragmatisms,
pragmatisms,
Letters ofGeorge
to
24 Aug.
in The
TheLetters
ed. Daniel
Daniel Cory
Cory
ofGeorgeSantayana,
Santayana,ed.
to John
Hall Wheelock,
Wheelock,24
Aug. 1951
1951 in
JohnHall
(New
(New York,
York, 1955),418.
1955), 418.
treatment
of
43
of
Kallen had
hadpraise
praisefor
forDurant's
Durant'streatment
ofPhilosophy,536-38.
536-38. Kallen
43 Durant,
Durant,The
TheStory
StoryofPhilosophy,
Santayana.
Dialogue on
on George
ed. Corliss
CorlissLamont
Lamont(New
See his
commentsin
in Dialogue
his comments
(New
GeorgeSantayana,
Santayana,ed.
Santayana.See
York, 1959),93.
York,
1959), 93.
44 Durant,
44
ofPhilosophy,550,
550, 551-53.
55 1-53.
Durant,Story
StoryofPhilosophy,
41
4\
42
42
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1927aa new
new
s The
Mansions ofPhilosophy
in 1927
With
publication of
ofPhilosophyin
Durant's
TheMansions
Withpublication
ofDurant'
about
optimism
the
heady
pragmatist
view
suddenly
emerged.
Banished
was
the
heady
pragmatist
optimism
about
viewsuddenlyemerged.Banishedwas
social
that
Philosophy and
Problem
and the
theSocial
Social Problem
Philosophy
haddominated
dominated
thathad
social reconstruction
reconstruction
The
as
pragmatism of
Philosophy. The
of The
The Story
Storyof
ofPhilosophy.
well as
themiddle-ground
pragmatism
as well
as the
middle-ground
philosophy
critique
butnow
now
remained,but
philosophyremained,
of technical,
technical,epistemology-centered
epistemology-centered
critiqueof
Philosophy
philosophy promised
promised "total
perspective" in
in the
ofwisdom.
wisdom.Philosophy
theform
formof
"totalperspective"
philosophy
achieve aa reconstructive
reconstructive
might
"chaos
intounity"
and thereby
therebyachieve
unity"and
"chaos into
mighttransform
transform
"healing
unity of
in
Durantmaintained,
maintained,was
was in
of the
the soul."45
soul."45Such
Such aa view,
view, Durant
"healingunity
consonance
upon the
balance
the Greek
of balance
withSantayana's
Greekideal
ideal of
Santayana'semphasis
emphasisupon
consonancewith
among
thedesires.
desires.
amongthe
Yet
to furnish
furnish
philosophyto
wantedpopular
popularphilosophy
in this
this work
workDurant
Durantwanted
Yet even
even in
to
current
applicable
middlebrow
audiences
with
wisdom
and
perspective
applicable
to
current
and
perspective
with
wisdom
middlebrowaudiences
the
issues.
and
Durantdiscussed
discussedthe
andOlympian,
Olympian,Durant
Withaa style
at once
once sentimental
sentimental
styleat
issues.With
ofwomen's
the
fate
inan
ofchanging
socialrealities,
thestatus
statusof
women's
realities,
ofthe
an age
age of
changingsocial
fateof
thefamily
familyin
rights,
love,
and
facile,
wisdom,
wisdom,
conventional
He offered
offered
facile,conventional
andpolitics.
politics.He
aesthetics,
rights,
love,aesthetics,
with
ending
by telling
our
to "straighten
ourown
own lives
lives with
his readers
and himself
himselfto
"straighten
readersand
tellinghis
endingby
tolerance
honor."46
and honor."46
toleranceand
imTolerance
qualities,
less imqualities,less
now appeared
as contemplative
contemplative
appearedas
and honor
honornow
Toleranceand
with
portant
as
values
that
allowed
the
individual
to
go
forth
into
politics
with
forth
into
politics
portantas values thatallowed the individualto go
moderanear-resignation;
reformist
zeal.
moderaof near-resignation;
preachedaa philosophy
philosophyof
zeal. Durant
Durantpreached
reformist
it
tion,
and
became ends
than
Whereasit
thanmeans.
means.Whereas
endsrather
rather
became
andcontemplation
contemplation
tion,maturity,
maturity,
was
of
brim with
withfire
fireand
andzeal
zeal for
forthe
theproblems
oftheworld,
world,
ofyouth
tobrim
problemsofthe
was the
thestuff
stuff
youthto
the
philosopher preferred
preferred to
virtuesof
wisdomas
as "a
"a light,
light,
ofwisdom
to extol
extolthe
thevirtues
themature
maturephilosopher
itdoes
stir
and
the
itilluminates
does not
notwarm
warmthe
theheart,
norstir
theway,
butit
notaa fire;
illuminates
heart,nor
andnot
way,but
fire;it
"47
the
to action.
action."47
thesoul
soul to
nowwanted,
Durant
passed through
his
Drang period.
wanted,
Sturmund
undDrang
period.He
He now
through
hisSturm
hadpassed
Duranthad
"to cultivate
his
as
of irony,
cultivatehis
Voltaire's saving
irony,"to
saving grace
grace of
as he
he noted
noted without
withoutVoltaire's
thejoys
garden."
Durant
before the
joys
Duranthad
had swooned
swoonedbefore
thelate
late 1920s,
moreover,
1920s,moreover,
By the
garden."By
A Daddy,"
"I Become
of
In
particularly saccharine
Become A
In aa particularly
fatherhood.
saccharinechapter,
Daddy,"
of fatherhood.
chapter,"I
Sentimental
A Sentimental
and
novel
his
in aa thinly-veiled
his life,
Transition.A
novel chronicling
chronicling
life,Transition:
and in
thinly-veiled
Story
Mind and
Era (1927),
seemedto
to have
have achieved
achieved
and One
One Era
Durantseemed
One Mind
(1927), Durant
Storyof
of One
peace with
the
themarvelous
offatherfathermarvelousdividends
dividendsof
withhimself
himselfand
andthe
theworld
worldthrough
through
peace
hood
But
were
werelittle
littlemore
morethan
thanpatent
Butsuch
recommendations
patent
andmaturity.48
suchrecommendations
hoodand
maturity.48
from
medicines
of how
Duranthad
had traveled
traveledfrom
of resignation-indices
how far
farDurant
resignation-indicesof
medicinesof
in resignation
Yet
the
Dewey's
theideal
ideal of
of
resignation
Yet even
evenin
reconstruction.
idealsof
ofsocial
social reconstruction.
Dewey's ideals
the
philosopher retained
power. The
was empowered
by
empoweredby
its power.
The philosopher
philosopherwas
retainedits
the philosopher
It was
unclear whether
everyone
distance
whether
tensionsof
ofthe
themoment.
moment.It
was unclear
everyone
distancefrom
fromthe
thetensions
feet
could
become aa philosopher,
philosopher, but
sit
sitat
atthe
thefeet
butat
atleast
leastthey
couldbecome
respectfully
theymight
mightrespectfully
49
of
great
thinkers.
thinkers.49
ofgreat
Durant, The
Mansions ofPhilosophy
vii-xi.
York, 1927),
1927), vii-xi.
Durant,
TheMansions
ofPhilosophy(New
(New York,
Durant,
Mansions, 426.
Durant,Mansions,
426.
47 Durant,
47
Mansions, 621.
Durant,Mansions,
621.
48 Durant,
48
Durant,Transition
Transition(New
(New York,
York, 1927).
1927).
49 Durant,
49
Mansions, 624-25.
624-25.
Durant,Mansions,

45
45
46
46
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the
anticipated
thehighly
highly
In
of Santayana
Santayanaanticipated
Durant'sadaptation
adaptationof
In some
some ways,
ways,Durant's
influential
A Preface
Preface to
Morals (1929),
WalterLippmann
in which
A
to Morals
whichWalter
Lippmannconcon(1929), in
influential
women
tended
modem
menand
andwomen
inthe
ofmodernity,"
modernity,"
modernmen
theface
faceof
ofthe
the"acids
"acids of
tendedthat
thatin
must
thinkand
act with
with
"maturedpersonality"
and think
and act
to develop
personality"and
mustattempt
develop aa "matured
attemptto
"disinterestedness."
In
Lippmann
was simply
In this
thisformulation
formulation
"disinterestedness."
simplyexpanding
expanding
Lippmannwas
upon
in the
the1920s,
whenhe
he emphasized
that
he had
ideals that
thathe
had popularized
emphasizedthat
1920s,when
popularizedin
uponideals
in
the
public was
by the
themedia.
influenced
media.Democracy
Democracyin
by
was inchoate
inchoateand
and easily
easilyinfluenced
thepublic
such
and
an elite,
withobjectivity
anddisinterestdisinterestelite,acting
actingwith
objectivity
viewwas
was aa sham.
sham.Only
Onlyan
suchaa view
In this
edness,
body politic.
politic. In
thisbelief
decisionsfor
forthe
thebody
beliefLippmann
Lippmann
shouldmake
makedecisions
edness,should
and
Thus Lippmann's
of aa stance
of
one mind.
mind.Thus
Durantwere
wereof
of one
celebrationof
stanceof
Lippmann'scelebration
and Durant
"disinterestedness"
was
only
a
shift
in
the
grounds
of
argument
from
aa
shift
in
the
of
from
was
a
"disinterestedness" only
grounds argument
strictly
political venue
thatwas
moraland
and ethical.
ethical.For
For Lippmann
venueto
to one
one that
was moral
Lippmannaa
strictly
political
mature
of life
the individual
view of
life might
free the
individualfrom
from
and disinterested
disinterestedview
mightfree
matureand
ifone
unfulfilled
and
desires.
usefulif
one were
to
unrealistic
desires.Accepting
fatewas
was useful
wereto
and unrealistic
Acceptingfate
unfulfilled
"go
business of
of the
theworld."50
world."50
aboutthe
thebusiness
"go quite
quitesimply
simplyabout
ithad
Emphasis
and
as
had
didnot
nothave
haveto
to translate,
translate,
as it
distancedid
moderation
and distance
Emphasison
on moderation
oraa turn
turnto
for
from
political engagement
or
retreat
frompolitical
toelitism.
elitism.After
After
intoaa retreat
forDurant,
engagement
Durant,into
all,
politics; he
believed
ofpolitics;
he simply
theghost
simplybelieved
did not
notgive
ghostof
giveup
up the
all, even
evenLippmann
Lippmanndid
It was
in this
withan
that
utopian aspirations.
It
thissense-and
an
sense-and with
was in
aspirations.
thathe
he only
onlydropped
droppedutopian
uncompromising
faith
popular democracy-that
in popular
VernorSmith
Smith
ThomasVernor
faithin
democracy-thatThomas
uncompromising
read
and Holmes
Holmesand
and assimilated
assimilatedthem
theminto
intohis
his midmidLippmann,and
readSantayana,
Santayana,Lippmann,
dle-ground
pragmatism.
dle-ground
pragmatism.
in his
The PhiloFrom
he noted
noted in
his popular
PhiloSmithgained,
popularThe
FromSantayana,
as he
Santayana,Smith
gained,as
sophic Way
for
forthe
oflife,"
an appreciation
the"aesthetic
"aestheticway
for
wayof
life,"for
(1929), an
appreciation
sophic
WayofLife
ofLife(1929),
poetry and
and
ofthe
thetragic
and ironic
ironicelements
of
and the
theimagination
and aa vision
visionof
elementsof
tragicand
imagination
poetry
life.
perceptions-when tied
tied to
Smith'sadmiration
forSantayana's
Such perceptions-when
to Smith's
admirationfor
life. Such
Santayana's
itaa
"cosmopolitan
perspective,"
marked
of
ofhimself
withit
markedby
"a harmony
himselfand
andwith
by"a
harmony
perspective,"
"cosmopolitan
peace of
good
and tolerance
tolerancetoward
toward
ofmind
mind...
... matched
matchedby
kindliness,
good humor,
humor,and
by kindliness,
peace
others"-defined
aa powerpoweroffered
others" definedSantayana's
Santayanaoffered
CertainlySantayana
Santayana'sappeal.
appeal.Certainly
itwith
ful
but Smith
withthe
thereligious
Smitheclectically
combinedit
communalfulvision,
religiouscommunaleclecticallycombined
vision,but
ism
the
of William
WilliamJames,
James,and
and the
humanismof
ism of
of Josiah
Royce,the
the scientific
scientifichumanism
JosiahRoyce,
"social
of John
of life"
life"of
JohnDewey.51
"social way
Dewey.5'
way of
Smith
to view
view philosophy
as "wisdom"
"wisdom"as
as much
muchas
as social
social reconreconSmithcame
came to
philosophyas
struction.
In
fashion,
wisdom
the
of
In middle-ground
wisdomwas
was drained
drainedthrough
thefilter
filter
of
struction.
through
fashion,
middle-ground
pragmatism. Wisdom
be absolute,
of
neverbe
of
Wisdomcould
could never
builtupon
upon foundations
foundations
absolute,built
pragmatism.
in aa "tentatively
truth
Meaning
and
or even
even certitude.
was won
won in
"tentatively
and
truthas
as dogma
certitude.
Meaningwas
dogmaor
fumbling"
and imagination
manner.Maturity
to Santayana
and
Santayanaand
imagination(central
(centralto
Maturityand
fumbling"manner.
Lippmann)
were
balanced
with
the
pragmatist
emphasis
upon
experiment:
with
the
pragmatist
emphasisupon experiment:
Lippmann)werebalanced

50
Lippmann, A
A Preface
Preface to
Morals (New
5 Lippmann,
to Morals
(New York,
York, 1929),
1929), 323-30.
323-30. Lippmann's
Lippmann'sviews
views on
on
the public
public and
power of
will
the
and the
thepower
of communications
communications
will be
be found
foundin
in his
his Public
Public Opinion
Opinion(1922,
(1922,
Phantom Public
Public (New
New York;
and The
ThePhantom
New
York; rpt.
rpt.1960)
1960) and
(New York,
York, 1925).
1925).
5 Smith,
51
Philosophic Way
Life (Chicago,
Role of
of the
the
Smith, The
The Philosophic
Way of Life
(Chicago, 1929),
1929), 156;
156; "The
"The Role
Philosopher,"in
in Essays
in Honor
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